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Additional papers – Overview

Small grey boxes: typescripts of book

Concertina file: academic articles, predominantly on Guyana and Trinidad
Small grey boxes
Each of the two small boxes contains a typescript of the Spanish translation of DN’s *From Dessalines to Duvalier: Race, Colour and National Independence in Haiti*, 1980
Under ‘B’
- Parts of a typescript, most likely of ‘Education and Development in an Emergent Nation’ by M. K. Bacchus (this is the title given to an unpublished work referred to in the next document below). The ‘Emergent Nation’ is Guyana. Undated.
- 4 pages with notes headed ‘Bacchus – Chapters’, in unknown hand
- Paper by Bridget Brereton, ‘Education and the Rise of a Negro Middle Class’, for a seminar on 18 November 1972
- Paper by Courtney Boxill, ‘From East Indian to Indo Trinidadian’, for a conference at UWI, St Augustine, 26–28 June 1975
- Copy of a paper by unspecified author, ‘The Creole Masses: Trinidad in the Later Nineteenth Century’, undated
- Paper by Sahadeo Basdeo, ‘The 1934 Indian Labour Disturbances in Trinidad: a case study in colonial labour relations’, April 1975
- Paper by Patricia Anderson, ‘Changes in the Structure of East Indian Marriage Patterns in Trinidad’, summer 1967

Under ‘C’
- Letter to DN from Michael Campbell-Johnston, GISRA, late 1974

Under ‘D’

Under ‘E’

Under ‘G’
- Letter from M. Azad Khan, Guyana Council of Indian Organisations, regarding corruption and economic crisis in the country, date crossed out; (attached) memorandum on corruption, racism etc.
- Paper by the Guyana Council of Indian Organisations, ‘Guyana – Rhodesia in Reverse’, from the symposium in June 1975

Under ‘H’
• Research proposal by Eric R. Hanley, ‘Social Mobility and Social Change Amongst East Indian Rice Farmers in Guyana’, c. 1970
• Paper by Eric R. Hanley, “All a we hustlin”’': Economic Opportunities in an East Indian Village in Guyana’, for the symposium in June 1975
• (Removed) Photocopies of chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 of The Population of Trinidad and Tobago by Jack Harewood, 1975, publisher: CICRED

Under ‘IJ’
• Paper by J. C. Jha, ‘The Background of the Legalisation of Non-Christian Marriages in Trinidad and Tobago’, from the symposium in June 1975

Under ‘KL’
• Proofs of paper by Lesley Key, ‘Village patterns and peasant agriculture: an historical overview’, undated
• Paper by Patricia Madoo Lengermann, ‘The Debate on the Structure and Content of West Indian Values: Some relevant data from Trinidad and Tobago’, 30 June 1971
• Paper by Joseph B. Landis, ‘Racial attitudes of Africans and Indians in Guyana’, undated (2 copies)
• Paper by John La Guerre, ‘Decolonization in Small States, With Special Reference to the West Indies, for a seminar, May 1970

Under ‘M’

Under ‘Mc’
• Paper by John S. MacDonald and Leatrice D. MacDonald, ‘The Socio-Economic Profile of Rural Trinidad and Tobago’, undated

Under ‘NO’
• Paper by Albert N. B. Nedd and Leopold Gruendfeld, ‘Field Dependence–Independence and Social Traditionalism: A comparison of ethnic subcultures of Trinidad’, undated
Under ‘PQ’


Under ‘R’

- Paper by Walter Rodney, ‘Subject Races and Class Contradictions in Guyanese History’, for a seminar, May (?)1970

Under ‘S’

- Article by Brinsley Samaroo, ‘East Indians and the 1971 Election’, with handwritten note, ‘Malcolm. This is a piece which will be used by the Express in a day or so. BS’, May 1971
- Photocopy of paper by Christopher Story, ‘Political Development in British Guiana’, from the Quarterly Review, no. 635, January 1963
- Paper by Brinsley Samaroo, ‘Missionary Methods and Local Responses: The Canadian Presbyterians and the East Indians in the Caribbean’, April 1975
- Abstract for unspecified publication on East Indians in Trinidad
- Paper by Brinsley Samaroo, ‘The East Indian Response to Constitutional Changes in Trinidad and Tobago’, undated

Under ‘T’

- Paper by Gerard Tikasingh, ‘The Representation of Indian Opinion in Trinidad, 1900–1921’, undated

Under ‘UV’


Under ‘W’

- Paper by H.A. Will, ‘Joseph Chamberlain and the “Undeveloped Estates” of the West Indies’, for a seminar, 30 November (year unspecified)